[Practice-oriented pain therapy in dermatology : Concept with special emphasis on pain quality].
In order to avoid chronification of pain, appropriate treatment has to be started as early as possible. Inpatient dermatology patients not only suffer from old age and associated multimorbidities but also from characteristic pain due to distinct dermatological diseases. In many cases clinicians have little experience with specific pain treatment but instead have many concerns about how to deal with analgesics. So far chronic pain has been treated according to the pain ladder of the World Health Organization (WHO), which prioritizes the intensity of pain. This article presents an easily implementable concept of pain therapy with special emphasis on the quality of pain. This provides information on whether it is neuropathic or nociceptive pain, which can ultimately be differentially treated. The primary aim is to provide treating dermatologists with a concept to assist in the initiation of an efficient and correct pain therapy. This brief introduction of an individualized pain treatment can reduce the risk of chronification of pain, which can severely impair the quality of life particularly in dermatology patients and also the frequent stigmatization due to the dermatosis.